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Introduction
As a group, we were instructed to create engaging and visually appealing
templates for the purpose of spreading information about produce from the
SJU Community Garden and its uses. This report details the research, analysis,
and design creation completed for the purpose of this project. We studied the
current web presence of the community garden and researched similar
organizations. The templates were designed with the mission of the SJU
Community Garden in mind and take inspiration from the examples we found
of similar organizations. The templates are meant to be editable and reusable
for whichever data the Community Garden wishes to include. This report
offers useful pieces of data as a guide for the SJU Community Garden to
improve their web presence and content creation efforts.



 The SJU Community Garden has a very appealing instagram. They create
good posts and have an aesthetically pleasing Instagram page. Their website
is also appealing to look at and easy to navigate through.

Summary of Web Presence



Their website is also appealing to look at and easy to navigate through. The
SJU Community Garden Instagram page has some instances of low and
inconsistent engagement. This likely has little to do with the content of the
posts, which are certainly well-written and visually appealing. Our
suggestion is to maintain a consistent posting schedule. This means not
overwhelming followers’ feeds with 9 posts in one day, but also not letting a
significant amount of time pass between posts to ensure that you are
consistently reaching your followers with your content. We recommend
posting on a consistent schedule of 3-5 times a week and diversifying the
medium of each post as much as possible (stories, reels, regular posts, etc.)
(Macready).

Summary of Web Presence



 The website has a lot of information about the garden as well as information
about the team which is a good detail to make the website more personable.
The data about the community garden’s impact is also a great source of quick
information for readers. We just suggest that the website link on the
Instagram page linktree be fixed so followers can have easy access to the site
directly from Instagram.

Summary of Web Presence



Comparative Media
Analysis

USDA NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE PLANTS DATABASE

The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Plants Database is a great
database to learn about many different plants. It is organized and easy to use.
It has different tabs and you are able to search in a variety of different ways,
including by state. It has fact sheets of different plants available for download,
providing additional information about specific plants. There is also an image
library with different high quality images of the plants and nature photos. A
unique feature is the tab labeled “partners” which lists and explains every
partner the organization works with.



Comparative Media
Analysis

FLEET FARMING

Fleet Farming is a non-profit organization that seeks to make fresh produce
more readily available through turning people’s own lawns into harvestable
gardens. They make great use of the Instagram reel feature and Instagram
stories. They market their brand with excellent photography that gives their
organization a clean and trendy look that I think we should seek to exemplify
in our work with the SJU Community Garden information sheets. Their
instagram page is also really cohesive without being repetitive as shown to the
left. Their logo is also really sharp and modern. Their information sheets
demonstrate really great graphic design that is neat, concise, and visually
appealing. I’ve linked a few of their information sheets below. Notice the
consistency in design elements such as color and font in figures 11, 12, and 13.



Comparative Media
Analysis

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS VEGETABLE GUIDE

The University of Arkansas vegetable guide provides relevant information for
those who are looking to grow these vegetables in their own gardens. Each
PDF provides consistent easy-to-read formatting (as shown comparing the
consistency between the Parsnip example and the Chives example). They’re
also organized neatly on the home page in alphabetical order. The template for
these PDFs are probably a similar idea to what we would want to do with our
plant information sheets, but we would want to include recipes and food
preparation information on top of the maybe less-relevant gardening
information. 

https://www.uaex.uada.edu/publications/PDF/FSA-6092.pdf
https://www.uaex.uada.edu/publications/PDF/FSA-6082.pdf
https://www.uaex.uada.edu/yard-garden/vegetables/a-z/publications.aspx


 The Golden Circle theory was developed by Simon Sinek as he recognized a
pattern about what makes certain leaders particularly effective. Rather than
starting with what a company does or even how a company operates, effective
leaders start with their “why.” Having a clear “why” adds clarity and order
for everything else accomplished within the organization: literally, why they
do the work that they do (Sinek, “The Golden Circle”). Considering the
Golden Circle is important and useful for the Community Garden because it
helps to inspire and garner support from those who are also passionate about
their shared values. 

Mission and Golden
Circle

The Community Garden’s values are
summarized under their logo: serenity,
sustainability, and social justice. The
organization’s “Why,” relieving food
insecurity in an environmentally
sustainable way, is carried out in the
work they complete for the local
community. If not for a love of
gardening, the fresh produce that the
group grows in the campus garden is
donated to local food banks and
community partners. In terms of how our
research group is helping expand their
mission, the plant information sheets will
help inform our local community on
ways they can utilize the produce. 



Golden Circle

WHY:

For the HOW the Community
Garden operates and
accomplishes their mission, they
grow fresh produce in the
campus garden. This is led by
Communication Studies
professor, Dr. William Wolff. 

Arguably the most important aspect of The Golden Circle is the WHY.
The SJU Community Garden believes in relieving food insecurity in the
local community in an environmentally sustainable way. 

In terms of WHAT, we
concluded that the Community
Garden is an organization that
donates their fresh produce to
local food banks and community
partners. They also inform the
local community about
gardening and ways to utilize
the produce to suit individual
needs.

WHAT: HOW:



Golden Circle



Storytelling Strategy
Suggestions Pt 1

The Community Garden’s website explains the mission and vision of the
organization which tells a story. The mission is stated as, “The Saint Joseph's
University Community Garden serves as an intersection for sustainability and social
justice by providing an intentional and reflective space for the SJU community to
come together and promote the Jesuit ideals of appreciation of things both great and
small, community engagement, and commitment to service and the environment. All
food, herbs, and spices grown in the organic, raised-bed garden will be donated to
one of several community partners.” They have multiple videos on the website that
show students working on the garden and how others can support the garden. 



 We have some suggestions as to what they can additionally incorporate to
improve their quality of storytelling. One suggestion is to utilize more pathos
into the website, because currently there are mostly statistics and facts
displayed. These data points are important, as they improve the credibility of
the organization by showing the amount of pounds of donated food.
Additionally, by incorporating new media that is personalized to show the real
people who benefit from the donated food, they can show who is impacted and
expand the storytelling to outside the SJU community. Having a video
reflection from members that serve at the local food banks could add a personal
element. 

Storytelling Strategy
Suggestions Pt 2



In terms of their social media, the organization does well to create an authentic first-
person account of their events. Their instagram has fairly low engagement, but it shows
how the members involve the broader SJU community to help contribute to this social
change. They can improve engagement by incorporating more reels onto their profile.
Additionally, they can expand to other social media platforms like Tiktok since many
students who are college aged use Tiktok everyday. They could even link their Tiktoks
onto their website as embedded media to increase engagement. Videos are what people
like watching in today’s digital age, and it holds the attention of viewers by telling
stories. Creating a Facebook profile might also be beneficial to include people of older
generations who want to donate money to the garden, to fund any new gardening tools
or items the organization needs. Overall, the SJU Community Garden does well at
showcasing their story, and with slight improvements, they can spread that story to an
even wider audience!

Storytelling Strategy
Suggestions Pt 3



Templates Created
INDESIGN FILES

 Figure 15 was created as a template for recipes that the Community Garden wants to share
with their audience. Our community partner asked for a template for this purpose so that
their audience can learn what they can do with the produce from the Community Garden.
The text and images can be swapped out for whichever recipes the Community Garden
wants to share.

 Figure 16 was created as a template for general information and facts about produce from
the garden.

 Figure 17 was created as a recipe card with room for facts about the produce being used in
the recipe from the garden. 

figure 15 figure 16 figure 17



Templates Approved
INDESIGN FILES

After sending our templates over to the community garden, we had a discussion over the
first and third options (figures 15 and 17), pictured below. The organization requested an
engaging use of color. 

After discussing and editing these options, though, the partner decided to switch to figure
16, below. He appreciated the design techniques used within the template.

figure 15 figure 17

figure 16



Final Templates
INDESIGN FILES

After taking into account the suggesstions and opinions of the SJU Community Garden, we
revised the chosen template to better incorporate the style and content that would best suit
the organization. Our efforts culminated into these two final templates, which take into
account hierarchy, contrast, and any changes that were requested by the SJU Community
Garden.



The SJU Community Garden does a good job of including media on their website through
photos and videos. I think they can improve by adding even more media elements onto the site
because that draws in the viewer and holds their attention. It would be beneficial to include
more photos of people and students working on harvesting the garden, as opposed to mainly
graphics on the Instagram. This would make the account look more people-centered. I
recommend filming and editing short reels of interviews of the students who work on the
garden. This would give personalized responses to questions about the garden and what it
means to students. I also think that creating videos of Bill explaining how the garden was
founded and its history could boost engagement. 

 Including content on where the food goes would also be beneficial. It shows the purpose of the
garden and how it serves the community. Personally, that is the type of content that would
inspire me to volunteer at the garden. When I volunteer, I like knowing that what I am doing is
making a positive impact. Combining people-centered content along with information on the
logistics of the garden and how food is harvested would create a good balance of material to
showcase on the website and Instagram. 

Conclusions &
Suggestions

Pt 1



 Also, by including our work with the plant information sheet and template, the
Community Garden can boost their engagement. The template can allow people
who cannot be directly involved in the physical SJU garden, to still contribute to
the mission and vision by participating in growing the vegetables at home. On
the SJU Community Garden website, the section where the template will be is at
the very bottom of the page. Since the template will be a new addition, I
recommend moving that section higher up on the page. We have learned about
the newspaper logic of “above the fold” and that is true of websites as well, so
moving the template higher on the site can showcase it more. I also recommend
publicizing the template on Instagram when it is complete. Making story posts
explaining the purpose of the template and feed posts highlighting the uses of
the template can encourage people to utilize it more. The SJU Community
Garden is a great organization with a beautiful mission, and I look forward to
continuing to see it grow and thrive in all aspects in the future. 

Conclusions &
Suggestions

Pt 2




